Transferable screened atomic pseudopotentials were developed 30 years ago in the context of the empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) by adjusting the potential to reproduce observed bulk electronic energies. While extremely useful, such potentials were not constrained to reproduce wave functions and related quantities, nor was there a systematic way to assure transferability to different crystal structures and coordination numbers. Yet, there is a significant contemporary demand for accurate screened pseudopotentials in the context of electronic structure theory of nanostructures, where local-density-approximation (LDA) approaches are both too costly and insufficiently accurate, while effective-mass band approaches are inapplicable when the structures are too small. We can now improve upon the traditional EPM by a two-step process: First, we invert a set of self-consistently determined screened LDA potentials for a range of bulk crystal structures and unit cell volumes, thus determining spherically-symmetric and structurally averaged atomic potentials (SLDA). These potentials reproduce the LDA band structure to better than 0.1 ev, over a range of crystal structures and cell volumes. Second, we adjust the SLDA to reproduce observed excitation energies. We find that the adjustment represents a reasonably small perturbation over the SLDA potential, so that the ensuing fitted potential still reproduces a ) 99.9'Po overlap with the original LDA pseudowave functions despite the excitation energies being distinctly non-I DA. We apply the method to Si and CdSe in a range of crystal structures, finding excellent agreement with the experimentally determined band energies, optical spectra e2(E), static dielectric constants, deformation potentials, and, at the same time, LDA-quality wave functions.
I. INTA&DUCTION
In the density functional approach, ' one solves singleparticle effective Schrodinger equations with a distinct, self-consistently determined screening potential V~~c. (1) is spent in constructing and iteratively updating the screening potential VHxc [p(r)] using, e.g. , the local-density approximation (LDA), in which Here, V,"t(r) is a fixed external (possibly pseudo) potential determining the chemical and structural identity of the system, and p(r) = P, . "~@ ;~2 is the charge density of all occupied single-particle states g;. The external pseudopotential V,"t(r) can be written as a sum of a nonlocal pseudopotential and a local pseudopotential where o. is the chemical atomic type and K stands for all possible atomic positions (including those related by lattice translations) of cr Here g. a stands for a summation over all R for a given o. and e", is the local part of the o,th atomic pseudopotential for the unscreened ion.
V""l,l(r) is the nonlocal part of the pseudopotential which can also be represented as a sum over o; and R of the nonlocal parts of fixed atomic pseudopotentials. tA"e have used V and v to denote, respectively, crystalline and atomic potentials. Much of the computational efFort in
The first term is the interelectronic Coulomb ("Hartree" ) potential, and V~and V~are the exchange and correlation potentials, 2 respectively. While V,"(,(r) can be constructed explicitly for each system once and for all, simply by summing over fixed atomic potentials as in Eq.
(2), Vox~[p(r)] is not a linear sum over atomic quantities, and must be obtained separately for each physical system without any system-to-system transferability.
Here, we will erst explore the possibility of constructing from Eqs. reproduce with a good approximation to the solutions of the LDA Eqs. (1) -(3), i.e. , @, will have large overlaps with Q, and e; will be close to e;. For simplicity, the noiilocal LDA potential V""l«~](r) in Eq. (4) This approach is analogous to the well-known "empirical pseudopotential method" ' (EPM) that has been successfully applied to many systems.
Part of the motivation of our work, however, derives &om the fact that the conventional EPM, without check, sometime gives inaccurate wave functions.
Unlike the EPM, in which v( )(r) was adjusted to fit the single-particle excitation spectra with no regard to the quality of the associated wave functions and charge densities, our approach produces a large (in practice & 99.9%%uo) overlap (@,l@;) with the IDA wave functions, while reproducing experimental excitation energies. Furthermore, unlike the EPM, which produces only discrete form factors and is hence suitable only for a particular crystal structure and lattice constant, we will develop a continuous vsEPM(r) which can be used for difFerent structures and volumes with good transferability. In essence, unlike the conventional ab initio LDA pseudopotentialgenerating programs, '~2 which solve the equations of an isolated atom, we will use the LDA equations of periodic solids [Eqs. (1) -(3)] to extract efFective, screened solid state potentials v( ) (r) [Eq. (4) ]. This approach affords a systematic procedure for generating transferable effective potentials &om bulk LDA calculations, retaining LDA-like wave functions but adjusting the potential to produce accurate excitation energies. We will illustrate the method for a covalent solid (Si) and for a more ionic case (CdSe), considering in each case a number of crystal structures and a range of unit cell volumes, thus providing information on the transferability of these potentials. Vr. DA(r)~Vsr, nA(r) = )"). vsL'DA(lr R, I). (7) We de6ne as C the reciprocal lattice vectors of structure o with unit cell volume 0 and as V(C) the Fourier transform of V(r). 
Then, the "one structure scatter error" for structure o is calculated as 
The corresponding error due to structural scatter is where the angular brackets denote "structural average. "
The corresponding error can be assessed by directly com- (1) -(3), yet the eigenvalues will fit the experimental (or quasiparticle calculated) excitations. In this process, the ab initio nonlocal potential V""i,i(r) of Eqs. (2) and (4) (which represents the effects of core electrons) is kept unchanged as in the reference LDA calculations.
Furthermore, we use the same analytical form of Eq. (14) for both usfL)DA(q) and usfE)pM(q): the coefficients will change from CsLDA(n) to CsEPM(n) while b and c will be kept fixed.
The Gt to the observed excitations is chosen as follows. If P; denotes the physical property that we wish to reproduce and M' = BP,/OC is its derivative with respect to the fitting coefficients C of Eq. (14), we will minimize the "cost function" (16) and iv, and~"are predetermined weight functions. As will be shown later, the changes &oin CsL)DA(n) to CsE)pM(n) are rather small; thus the use of a linear representation (16) Table I for CdSe and in Table II for Si. We note the following: (i) The error AVj is exactly zero for Cd.Se in the rocksalt structure and for Si in simple cubic and simple hexagonal structures since there are no "strictly forbidden reflections" because of the high symmetry of these systems.
(ii) The "strictly forbidden reflections" error in P-tin (Table II) is small, presumably because its bonding geometry for each atom is close to that of the simple cubic structure and the simple cubic structure has zero "strictly forbidden reflections" error.
(iii) The maximum error b, Vi has similar values for CdSe in the wurtzite or the zinc blende structures and for Si in diamond structures. All errors are about 60 meV at the primary "forbidd. en reflections" G vectors. [Eq. (10) ity. This smooth cutoff is only used for CdSe systems. For Si systems, the conventional abrupt cutoff is used. The details are given in Appendix A. We also developed a way of implementing the nonlocal potential in a plane wave basis calculation so that the Hv/r operation scales linearly with the size of the system. This is called "small box implementation of the nonlocal potential" and is fast when E "q is small. The details of this method are given in Appendix B.
While the "small box" implementation involves only small numerical errors, the use of a small basis set can have a dramatic effect on the band energies. Shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) The numbers in the parentheses denote the plane wave basis energy cutoff E,"t, (in Ry), while "6.8+G" and "5.6+G" are defined as in Table IV (a) SEPM band energies. The fitted experimental quantities P, Figs. 9(a) -9(c) for CdSe and Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) for Si. The density of states compares very well with the experimental data, ' especially the peak positions. For CdSe, however, there are a number of discrepancies caused by the neglect of the Cd 4d orbits in our pseudopotential treatment. (i) The width of the CdSe upper valence band in Fig. 9(a) The data listed here in the GW column have been corrected from the original data by adding the effects of spin-orbit interactions estimated from our calculations. Unless otherwise stated, the assumed structure is wurtzite and the energies are measured from the top of the valence band rq"(A). ZB and RS denote the zinc blende and rocksalt structures, respectively. "6.8+G" is de6ned as in Table IV (see caption) . 
where P & 1 is a control factor (P = 0.8 is used in the current calculations). Then in the G space representation of the Hamiltonian H = 2(C -k) + Vk(Gi, Gz), H is changed to H' = 2(G -k) + ui(Gi)Vk(Gi, G2)ur(G2). can be treated by applying a phase factor an gg(Gg), thus the same Vg(Gg, G&) can be used for them. When the spin-orbit interaction is used in the Hamitonian, the same procedure can be used, except that the dimensions of the gg(Gg) and the matrix vg(Gg, Gl&) will double because of the spin degree of &eedom.
Finally, when the size of the small box is the same as the original supercell, the result of the current method is the same as the traditional G space matrix multiplication method.
